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Is this answer helpful?

A: It is technically possible to push start some automatic cars,
but doing so is generally impractical. The car must be pushed to
a much greater speed than those with manual transmissions. In
addition, their complex transmission systems are not designed
for push starts.

www.reference.com/vehicles/can-push-start-automatic-car-714971112720eb01
Can you push start an automatic car? | Reference.com

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Automatic
transmission
This is about the transmission type for cars.
For other meanings of "AT", see AT. An
automatic transmission, also called auto,
self-shifting transmission, n-speed
automatic (where n is its number of forward
gear ratios), or AT, is a type of motor
vehicle transmission that can automatically
change gear ratios as the vehicle moves,
freeing the driver from having to shift gears
manually.
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starting - Push start a car with automatic transmission ...
https://mechanics.stackexchange.com/questions/19268/push-start-a...

How to jump start a car battery?

https://mechanics.stackexchange.com/questions/19268/push-start-a-car-with-automatic-transmission


Status: Resolved Answers: 9

https://mechanics.stackexchange.com/questions/19268/push-start-a...
If push-starting is practically impossible with manual cars, no amount of pushing will start
an automatic transmission car. Of course, all of this applies only if the battery is
completely out of charge.

How to bump-start a car with an automatic transmission -
â€¦
https://www.quora.com/How-do-you-bump-start-a-car-with-an...
You canâ€™t bump start or push start an automatic transmission car, because the
engine and the transmission are not connected, and the four tires and driveshaft of the
car are not connected to the engine, they are connected by transmission fluid when the
pressure clutch packs are pressed by fluid, the transmission is a separate unit in the car,
the â€¦

Push start - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Push_start
Attempting to push start a motorcycle. Push starting, also known as bump starting,
clutch starting, popping the clutch or crash starting, is a method of starting a motor
vehicle with an internal combustion engine by engaging the manual transmission while the
vehicle is in motion.

Can You Push Start an Automatic Car? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Vehicles › Car Parts & Maintenance
Attempting to push start an automatic car might cause unanticipated damage. Manual
transmissions, on the other hand, are generally fairly simple to push start. By turning on
the ignition, pushing the car to an appropriate speed and releasing the clutch with the
stick in gear, the momentum alone is enough to get the engine turning.

Videos of push start automatic transmission
bing.com/videos

See more videos of push start automatic transmission

How to Push Start an Automatic Car - Step by Step
www.stepbystep.com › Autos & Transport › Cars
How to Push Start an Automatic ... popping the clutch to get a push start. However, the
automatic transmission cars do not have clutch and need to be push started ...

Is it possible to push start an automatic car? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/Is-it-possible-to-push-start-an-automatic-car
Is it possible to push start a Car with automatic transmission? What happens if it is a.
Conventional automatic with planetary gears transmission ( torque converter)'

is it possible to push start a car with an automatic ...
answers.yahoo.com › â€¦ › Maintenance & Repairs › Next
Dec 25, 2007 · It is possible to push start a car with an automatic transmission but it is
not feasible to do so. You need to be able to â€¦

A. can you push start a new car automatic transmisâ€¦Mar 17, 2009Status: Resolved

Is there any way to temperarely start a car with a bâ€¦Jul 20, 2008Status: Resolved

Explain why cars with manual transmission able to â€¦Aug 21, 2006Status: Resolved

Why can't you "push start" a car with automatic ...Jun 23, 2006Status: Resolved
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Ad · www.autozone.com/ShopParts/OnlineOrInStore
Find Parts For Your Car or Truck at AutoZone.com, or Your Closest Store Today!
Order Your Parts Online · Find the Right Parts · Same Day Store Pickup

Transmissions Shops | Building Tranny's Since 1961.
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YouTube · 5/24/2017 ·
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Pull start an automatic
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YouTube · 5/7/2018 · 353
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Transmissions Shops | Building Tranny's Since 1961.
Ad · www.lealesautorepair.com/services/transmissions
We Don't Send Your Transmissions Out For Repair, Which Means You Pay Less.
We are family-owned and operated. We have over 50 years of experience. Call us at ...

405 Keyes, San Jose · Directions · (408) 705-4364

Transmissions San Jose | alliedtransmissions.com
Ad · www.alliedtransmissions.com/repair
Automatic & Manual Transmission Repair With Work Guaranteed. Family Owned.
Do you need automatic transmission repair in San Jose, CA?
Fleet services · Family owned since 1970 · Free 1hr diagnosis · Free shuttle
Services: Automatic repair, Cluth repair, Fleet service, Standard repair

440 Robert Ave, Santa Clara · Directions · (408) 217-0984
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